
 By top French-sire LE HAVRE (IRE)

 Defeated 3 Graded Stakes Winners in G3 Red Carpet, 
including G1W GOING TO VEGAS

2nd in G3 Waya @ BEL last out (w/o Lasix)
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OVERVIEW

ORGLANDES (FR) flies late to win the G3 Red Carpet Handicap. 



PAST PERFORMANCES

ORGLANDES made her graded stakes debut in the G3 Red Carpet at 
Del Mar at the end of her four-year-old season. She responded by 
displaying a huge turn of foot to get up and win in the shadow of the 
wire, making up three lengths in the stretch (click to view race replay). 
Behind her that day was eventual G1W GOING TO VEGAS as well as 
GRADED STAKES WINNERS QUICK (GB) and BLAME DEBBIE.

In her last start before the November Sale, ORGLANDES sat last behind a 
very slow pace in the G3 Waya, but still came home quickest of all 
outside of the winner,MGSW MY SISTER NAT. She ultimately finished 2nd 
in the end, beating three other SWs (Click to view race replay). 
ORGLANDES earned a career best (61) Thoro-Graph figure for this effort 
without Lasix.

ORGLANDES gets up late in the shadow of the wire to win at Del Mar. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0fUcng3kHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Li6Dfm8sk


Making her second start in the US just prior to her G3 Red Carpet win, 
ORGLANDES captured a Belmont Park allowance by 2 ¾ lengths, easily 
beating three stakes performers (Click to view race replay).

Before arriving in the US, ORGLANDES (FR) showed her prowess in 
France, winning races over both firm and soft turf, finishing her stint in 
her home country with a win at one of France’s premier racecourses, 
Deauville. 

PAST PERFORMANCES

ORGLANDES (FR) runs away with a Belmont allowance. 

THORO-GRAPH COMPARISON

ORGLANDES (FR) has 
continued to move 
forward on Thoro-Graph 
from age 4 to 5. 

Her latest figure of (61) is 
identical to the number 
earned by G1W 
MUTAMAKINA before she 
won the G2 Dance Smartly 
and G1 E. P. Taylor this 
year. 

ORGLANDES (FR) MUTAMAKINA (GB)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2DBZW4T8s8
https://www.bloodhorse.com/horse-racing/race/usa/bel/2020/10/9/9/race-9-aoc-at-bel-on-10-9-20


PEDIGREE

ORGLANDES is by LE HAVRE (IRE), who stood the 2021 season for €40,000 
and is one of France’s best stallions. He is the sire of 17 Group/Graded 
stakes winners, among them 4 G1Ws including outstanding fillies LA 
CRESSONNIERE (FR), WONDERFUL TONIGHT (FR) and AVENIR CERTAIN 
(FR), as well as G1 Shadwell Mile winner SUEDOIS (FR). 

LA CRESSONNIERE (FR) wins the G1 Prix de Diane (French Oaks). 

As a broodmare sire, LE HAVRE has enjoyed immediate success with his 
daughters having produced three Stakes Winners from limited 
opportunities, including British G1W PYLEDRIVER.

PYLEDRIVER GB) (left) wins the G1Coronation Cup at Epsom.



PEDIGREE

ORGLANDES is out of the 12-year-old Dansili mare INFLUENCE, who is out of 
French Group 2 Winner MOIAVA, and a half-sister to the stakes winning 
INDIGNANT and the stakes producing MONAVA, herself the dam of French 
Group 3 Winner/Group 2 Placed SIMONA. 

ORGLANDES’ 3rd dam is the G2 Prix de l’Opera winner MONA STELLA, who is 
the dam of French 2-year-old Group 1 Winner SPECIAL QUEST as well as the 
stakes winning RED STELLA.
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LOOKING AHEAD

JAKE MEMOLO

With ORGLANDES career-best Thoro-Graph figure of (61) coming in 
her latest start, she comes to the sale with form that says she can 
return to the track against Stakes company and earn back a portion 
of her purchase price. Having shown the propensity to run between 1 
1/8 miles – 1 3/8 miles since arriving in the US, this opens her up to 
several options as we head towards 2022. 
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